Unit Walkthrough

Level 1 - Unit 5

Introduction & Vocabulary
A complete range of skills and
language work accompanied by
key life skills project ensures 360
learning.

Essential vocabulary focus helps increase
students’ lexical knowledge with optional
Aim Higher features offering flexible
extension options.

Eye-catching images and
age-relevant topics generate
interest and engage
Bachillerato students.
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Global English videos
supplied by The
Guardian and Reuters
offer students authentic
material and a range
of accents to prepare
them for the real world
outside the classroom.

Quick clip videos offer personalised topic
introductions by young adults to engage
students and offer them a springboard for
their own speaking.

Reading

Alternative reading topics and striking
images stimulate students and
encourage text engagement.

Key sub-skills focus for both
general English and exam skills
development.

Thought-provoking questions stimulate
students’ critical thinking skills- an
essential ability for future success.
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Essential vocabulary clearly highlighted in the text and
phrasal verbs accompanied by their definitions.

Grammar
Time-efficient inductive approach reviews
students’ prior knowledge and encourages
recognition to aid understanding and increase
autonomy.

Grammar reference and
practice section provides
extra information for
reference and self-study.

Aim higher offers additional material
for students looking to broaden their
grammatical knowledge even further.

Exam-type questions give practice
of specific task types for exam
preparation.

Watch out! section offers
handy tips on how to avoid
typical grammar errors.
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Personalised speaking tasks encourage
students to react to the topic whilst putting
into practice the grammar of the lesson.

Students practise a variety of text
types which prepares them for a
range of exams.

Writing
Invaluable tips help develop students’
essential sub skills both for general and
exam writing.

Carefully-structured writing tasks
guide students through each stage
of the writing process enabling skills
development and successful production.

Organisation and presentation
of ideas develops students’
coherence and cohesion skills.
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Speaking
A focus on essential
sub-skills helps students
develop the key skills
and equips them with
key exam techniques.

A variety of topics helps students
generate ideas to be able to speak
in a range of real-life contexts.

Exam-style speaking
tasks provide students
with practice for both
exams and life outside
the classroom.
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Life Skills Project
Clearly-structured, optional Life Skills
Projects offer students invaluable practice
of a range of academic and social skills
necessary for their future.

Carefully-scaffolded tasks offer an
essential framework for production.

Exam Focus
Students practise a variety of
exam-type tasks for a complete
exam preparation.

Cumulative exercises help build
students’ exam technique with
regular practice whilst also
facilitating progress monitoring.
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Key Components for Students
Original new sections in Workbook 2
to support students in their final year
of school:
– Build your Phrasal Verbs
– Countdown to your Exams
– Future Prospects

Workbook

with access to Student’s Resource Centre

Student’s Book

Digital Components
Student’s Resource Centre

Digital Student’s Book

Interactive version of
the Student’s Book
with integrated audio
and video material,
compatible with all
devices.

• Vital videos (Global English, Quick clips and
Skills Vlog)
• Student’s Book and Workbook audios
• Wordlists in Castilian and Catalan
• Grammar, Vocabulary and Skills Worksheets

Digital
Workbook
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Vital videos
Engage students with a wide range of
videos that offer a variety of contemporary
English in real-life contexts.

Global English
Students are exposed to a range of accents
and cultures through authentic footage
supplied by Reuters and The Guardian.

Quick clips
Clips of older teenagers offer relevant and
relatable content.

Skills Vlog
Videos focusing on Life Skills provide students
with tips for academic and everyday life.
Project pages present life skills videos in a
flipped classroom format.
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Key Components for Teachers
Videos
Three vital videos in every unit (Global English, Quick
clips and Skills Vlog) with accompanying activities keep
students motivated and give you the option to vary the
format of your lessons with Flipped Classroom videos.

Teacher’s Book
A wide range of tips for lesson planning and
exploiting course content in class.

Macmillan Advantage:
Access to premium services such as course
resources, extra content, professional
development opportunities and more.

Presentation Kit
Versatile versions of the Student’s and
Workbook for projection in class.

A series of short videos and supporting
documents are available in Advantage to
help you get the most out of your course.
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Digital Components
Teacher’s Resource Centre
An extensive bank of resources designed to help you deliver engaging
lessons to your classes.
• Videos and scripts
• Audios, scripts and answer keys
(for the Student’s and Workbook)

• Tests:
– Diagnostic
– End-of-unit
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NAME:

1 Complete the sentences
the verbs in the box.

– End-of-year

with the correct form

prefer think
brush come have

1 On Tuesdays, I
I
2 Wait a second –
cakes
3 Which of these

1 mark for each correct

of

1 Erin / work

have
2 How often / you

/ for
4 Where / you go
5 How much / that

you

night
4 I / see / Lily / last

1 mark for each correct

1 I
2 Passengers
It’s dangerous.
3 You
It’s free!

I / score / a goal!
yesterday?

and / speak / to her.
/ and I / ride / it for

answer

answer

an hour last night.
/5

Score

with the correct articles.
3 Complete the textput a dash (–).
article is needed,
find

4 I will meet / am meeting Cindy at the computer lab at
quarter past ten.
5 I think that documentary about virtual assistants is going to
be / is being really interesting.
6 Mark is attending / attends the conference this year.
7 I really don’t think that Amazon will build / will have built
their new offices in our city.
8 I probably won’t have got / won’t get a new mobile phone
for my birthday. They’re too expensive!
9 This time tomorrow, I‘ll be flying / am going to fly to
/5
Score
New York.
10 Because of bad weather, the Los Angeles flight

is now arriving / now arrives two hours late.
with modal verbs.
.
5 Complete the sentences
where necessary
3 marks for each correct answer
Score
Use negative forms
but I’m not sure.

1 Jake /

/ to school
3 Why / you not go

dinner last night?

video game cost?

1 mark for each correct
/5

using the prompts.
2 Write sentences
he / break / his phone.
get upset / when
/ and
2 We / win / our match

/ a music lesson?

pets?
3 Alfie / have / any

Score

If no

books! When you
I love reading (1)
can really escape from
interesting book, you
(2)
a book about
Right now, I’m reading
your everyday life.
One day, (4)
young boy from China. Great Wall. It takes
(3)
all the way along the
interesting
boy decides to walk
he meets (5)
plot is
him a long time, but
It’s great! I think (6)
people along the way.
When you read about
are the characters.
so
real. In
but
interesting,
it’s just as if they are
character you like,
(7)
home to his family.
(8)
the end, the boy returns
/8
Score
answer
1 mark for each correct

get a new phone,
speak to the driver.

My best
friend David (1)
(have) a party on 23rd July
was five
ride a bike when I
because it’s his birthday and he (2)
(be) 18.
that.
Thelike
party
(3)
(start) quite early, at 7pm,
talk to people
because David (4)
(play) in an important football
match the following day. His parents (5)
(order)
/ 5 and they (6)
Score
pizzas
for everybody
(hire) a DJ too.
answer
If it’s like his sister’s party last year, I imagine a lot of people
1 mark for each correct
(7)
(come). I (8)
(not go) to David’s
in
word
with one
party because
at 7pm that evening we (9)
(drive)
be possible.
6 Complete the sentences
one optiontomay
the airport to fly to Thailand for our holiday. While
each gap. More than
advice. David is celebrating his 18th birthday, our plane
1 Let me give you
(10)
(already take off) for Bangkok.
on the table.
2 Your money
just come in.
news
/ 30
3 marks for each correct answer
Score
3 Some important
time so hurry up.
4 We don’t have
party?
people were at the
5 How
/5
Score
answer
1 mark for each correct

4 I
years old.
5 You
It’s not nice.

7 Rewrite the sentences
the words given.

in the passive starting

the washing-up.
1 Nobody has done
The washing-up
a man for the crime.
2 The police arrested

1 mark for each correct
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2 marks for each answer

Score

/ 10

with

.

Score

.
.
.
/5
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Photocopiable

Photocopiable

• Test Generator for Level 2
for Upper-Secondary and
University Entrance Exam
practice:
- 10 ready-to-use exams
- 10 generate-your-own exams
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SCORE:

For many people, being able to (1) make a purchase /
make huge strides online has (2) merged / enhanced the
entire shopping process. I am (3) convinced / enhanced that
online shopping will only continue to grow in the future. This
will be especially true if people (4) pick up / link up their
shopping to virtual assistants. Before we know it, everything
we need in the kitchen could simply (5) show up / pick up at
our door with very little effort on our part.

• Grammar, Vocabulary and Skills Worksheets

A

/ 100

Speaking test

Many people think that it is only artists that have (1) create /
creative minds and a (2) criticism / criticise often levelled at
scientists is that they tend to lack (3) imagine / imagination.
But it’s not true. In order toNAME:
(4) identifiable / identify the
possible (5) solves / solutions to some of the world’s greatest
scientific problems, you need (6) consider
/ considerable
Describing places
the
powers of (7) creative / creativity. Another skill you need
andis think about
photos
at theThis
the ability to use your (8) intuit
/ intuition.
is not simply Then describe
1 Look
the questions.
guesswork, but a form of (9) imagination
/ imaginative
answers to
thinking. Finally, suspending (10)
/ judgement can
photos.
in
thejudge
the two cities
describe
youeven
stop you from disregarding other
people’s
ideas,
if you
would
1 How
think they are far-fetched.
two
the photos?
s between the
main difference
s?
2 What are the
similaritie
there any
2 marks for each answer
/ 20 think gives the most
cities? AreScore
photos do you
live in the future?
3 Which of the
how people will
realistic idea of
like the ones in
4 Circle the correct options.
do you think cities
4 What problems
future?
in the
will have
1 Our teacher asked us to upload /the
host
our projects
onto
the
photos
most like to live
school’s computer network.
cities would you
5 Which of the
2 I was tired of the fake news that Sophie
posted
on
Facebook,
in? Why?
so I decided to unfollow / embed her.
about your
and talk
task
3 Do you think that robots will 2
ever
be asthe
virtual
assistant
/
s, green
Read
about the building
emotionally interactive as human beings?
other
ideal city. Talk
rt, size and any
4 I’ll give you the password so that you can connect
your
spaces, transpo
devices / host to the network.
city you like.
features of the
5 The invention of wireless / mute technology has made using
the internet so much easier at home and work.
TASK
world, where
the
in
city
live in any/ 10
that
2 marks for each answer
Score
If you could
you like about
Explain what
be like.
would you live?
living there would
what you think
5 Circle the correct options. city and

.

Gunpowder
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2 Complete the text with the correct future form of
the verbs in brackets. Sometimes more than one
answer is possible.

pay to enter the museum.

A man
classroom.
some money in our
3 Someone found
Some money
Romeo and Juliet.
4 Shakespeare wrote
Romeo and Juliet
gunpowder.
5 The Chinese invented

Prospects 1 Teacher’s

3 Circle the correct options.

1 Driverless
cars are being / will be very common on the
/ 100
streets in 50 years.
2 Our train leaves / is going to leave at 9am, so what time

SCORE:

should we leave the house?
using the prompts. 3 By this time next year I will have finished / will finish my
4 Write questions
the moment?
/ on her project at
computer course.

from

answer

SCORE:

1 Circle the correct options.

football practice.
my hair.
you

?

4 Our English teacher
another country.
5 What
of this film?

a bike
5 Dad / buy / me

– End-of-term

Grammar & Vocabulary test – standard

NAME:

plus
Diagnostic test –

With extra, related support materials in Advantage.
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